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INTRODUCTION

The future of policing will be driven by data. Crime, criminals, and patterns of criminal activity will be reduced to data to be studied, crunched, and predicted.1 Police departments across the United States—like the civilian population—will learn to adapt to ever-shifting technological innovations and efficiencies.2 The question of adoption is not “if,” but “when,” and any delay largely will be a function of money and police culture.

The benefits of big data policing involve smarter policing, faster investigation, predictive deterrence, and the ability to visualize crime problems in new ways.3 Not surprisingly then, police administrators have been seeking out new partnerships with sophisticated private data companies and experimenting with new surveillance technologies.4 In Chicago, Los Angeles, New York City, Miami, Boston, and other smaller cities and towns, the beginning of a big data policing mindset is developing.5

This potential future, however, has a very present limitation. It is a limitation largely ignored by adopting jurisdictions and could, if left unaddressed,
delegitimize the adoption and use of new data-driven technologies. Simply put: all big data policing technologies have a “black data” problem.6

As I have written previously, “black data” connotes three overlapping concerns.7 First, big data policing is opaque, lacking transparency because most of the magic happens as a result of “black box” proprietary and mathematically complex algorithms.8 Second, big data policing is racially encoded, colored by the history of real-world policing that disproportionality impacts communities of color.9 Police data comes from the real world, and all of the long-standing discriminatory impacts of implicit and explicit bias color that data.10 Black data is black, brown, and marked by disproportionate impacts on communities of color.11 Finally, big data policing faces legal uncertainty as old constitutional doctrines built on small data principles no longer work in the new big data age.12 The future path of traditional Fourth Amendment law is uncertain, dark, and distorted. These different types of darkness make it difficult to see the future clearly. Black data must be illuminated so that the positive elements of algorithmic insights and crime prevention can be used without negatively impacting privacy, liberty, or the well-being of citizens subject to new forms of police surveillance.

To work as intended, big data policing technologies must address this lack of transparency, the legacy of racial discrimination, and the constitutional uncertainty arising from application in the real world. This brief essay, part of a symposium on Big Data and Criminal Law, seeks to raise the questions that must be resolved to overcome the black data problem. This symposium essay examines: (1) the puzzle of data-driven transparency; (2) the concern of biased data; and (3) the struggle for constitutional clarity in the face of new technologies.

I. THE GROWTH OF BIG DATA POLICING

To ground our discussion, it is important to be clear about the type of technologies which might fall under the big data policing tent.13 At present, there are three broad categories of technology: predictive technologies, surveillance technologies, and data mining technologies—all are data-driven innovations which
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have been adopted by law enforcement to augment police strategies of deterrence, monitoring, and investigation.  

First, predictive analytics are being used by law enforcement in the form of place-based predictive policing and person-based targeting. Both of these strategies share the same core approach that algorithms can be developed to identify risk patterns from collected police data. For example, place-based predictive policing might take historic crime data, or environmental risk factors, or some combination thereof, and combine it with other variables (day of the week, time, weather, etc.) to forecast crimes. The data can be fed into a computer model that seeks to identify geographic areas that may be more at risk of crime than other areas, either because of crime patterns, risks in the environment, or some other factor. The outputs—usually maps of micro-areas of forecast risk—can be provided to police officers as they patrol, thus allowing police to effectively respond to crime patterns in a city. Person-based targeting involves using past data about criminal activities (arrests, age at the time of offense, criminal associates, past violence, etc.) and then using that information to predict those individuals most at risk of violence (either as victims or perpetrators). In places like Chicago, Illinois, the Strategic Subjects List (the so-called “heat list”) of
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targeted individuals ranks the people deemed most at-risk in the city.\textsuperscript{21} Police and social service interventions can be planned around this list as sort of a public health strategy to prevent future violence.\textsuperscript{22} In addition, the numerical risk score is displayed on the dashboard of police computers, advising police officers of the relative risk of the individual they happen to be stopping.\textsuperscript{23}

Surveillance technologies in the form of monitoring advancements can watch, hear, smell, sense, and automatically record and respond to things occurring in public.\textsuperscript{24} In lower Manhattan, a growing network of 9,000 linked cameras provide real-time video to a centralized command center.\textsuperscript{25} Automated programs search for faces, license plates, and other suspicious activity.\textsuperscript{26} In Baltimore, traditional surveillance cameras are augmented by aerial cameras and sensors.\textsuperscript{27} Entire neighborhoods have been filmed for days by private companies with the surveillance data searchable for particular crimes which later can be turned over to police.\textsuperscript{28} In other cities, police body cameras provide days’ worth of images


\textsuperscript{28} Craig Timberg, \textit{New Surveillance Technology Can Track Everyone in an Area for Several Hours at a Time}, WASH. POST (Feb. 5, 2014), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/technology/new-surveillance-technology-can-track-everyone-in-an-area-for-several-hours-at-a-
uploaded to large data warehouses. In Chicago, audio sensors record gunshots. In Washington D.C., chemical sensors record suspicious substances. All across the country, cell signals and digital clues held by third parties can be requested or even directly intercepted by IMSI (“stingray”) devices. All across the internet landscape, social media can be watched and monitored for criminal activity. All of this data, big and small, usable and quite revealing, can be monitored by law enforcement.

Third, growing data collection capabilities have provided incentives to create new search technologies to interrogate the information. Federal law enforcement entities have developed massive criminal justice databases filled with personal information. States have developed smaller versions. Biometric databases now include information about DNA, fingerprints, iris scans, tattoos, gait, facial recognition, and other physical markers. These government databases have been
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augmented on occasion by private data originally collected by for-profit data-broker companies. Like other consumers, law enforcement can purchase the available data to build larger systems. All of this data can be analyzed using powerful computers and algorithms to divine hidden patterns and clues. Crimes can be solved, suspects can be identified, and unseen connections revealed.

All of these technologies rely on data collection and analysis, with varying degrees in the amount of data assembled. For example, place-based predictive policing companies use collected crime statistics, which in large cities involves a significant number of ever-changing data points (depending on the technology used). However, person-based predictive policing uses fewer inputs to identify at-risk individuals, usually limited to traditional criminal justice inputs (arrests, convictions, etc.). While data collection may target all of the people arrested in a big city like Chicago, the types of data are not terribly extensive (especially compared to other big data projects). Surveillance technologies can encompass a tremendous amount of information if one thinks about the accumulated digital footage of all police-worn body cameras, or all networked surveillance cameras, or all cell site and other digital surveillance technologies. In addition, data mining usually involves vast amounts of collected data, but again the definition of “vast” compared to other types of datasets in a big data world may not be too
overwhelming.\textsuperscript{42} A biometric search of DNA in the FBI CODIS database is a search of about 11.6 million records, which covers a lot of people, but is a relatively small number for some big data systems.\textsuperscript{43} More expansive biometric databases are being collected to search everything from iris patterns to tattoos, which increases the variables, but still remains much smaller than other big data projects.\textsuperscript{44}

The point of this overview is that big data policing provides a broad definition of new law enforcement technologies which share certain similarities. These technologies are digital with varying (but increasing) capabilities to collect, store, and analyze the information. And, for purposes of this essay, because these technologies emerge from the real world of policing, they all share the same big impediment: the problem of black data. As this essay seeks to offer insights for the future of criminal law, big data, and the promotion of justice, the next sections raise questions that must be answered on the theme of black data.

II. THE BLACK DATA PROBLEM

Big data policing is the future of law enforcement. But, it is a future that has yet to confront the overlapping problems of transparency, racial bias, and constitutional distortion. The solutions to the black data problem are not simple or easy, but are necessary to engage in order to create a system that will be trusted by communities and police alike. This Part seeks to examine the concerns that give rise to the black data problem in the hopes that by exposing the issues, solutions will emerge before wide-scale adoption of these new technologies.

A. Transparency: Black Data Is Opaque

Big data policing has a transparency problem. By and large, ordinary citizens cannot peer behind the algorithms that now control police patrol routes or human target lists.\textsuperscript{45} More complicatedly, in some cases the code itself cannot be interrogated, because of how machine learning and artificial intelligence systems work.\textsuperscript{46} These machines learn from past data without human input, and thus cannot simply be examined to reveal the code.\textsuperscript{47} Similarly, because of tactical and
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safety considerations, police are reluctant to reveal the locations and use of surveillance technologies. From a law enforcement perspective, it does little good to expose the existence of surveillance schemes so that anyone can evade them.

These three transparency problems involving (1) technical barriers, (2) technological barriers, and (3) tactical barriers must be overcome for big data policing to be a success. Unless police address the transparency problems, communities will not trust the systems. And, without solutions to the transparency problem, police will have no way to gain that trust.

1. Technical Barriers

At a very basic level, the use of highly-technical systems undermines transparency. Most police administrators and officers are not computer scientists and must remain largely dependent on private companies to provide technical guidance.48 In practice, this means that police purchase big data technologies without the ability to interrogate them or even understand them. For patrol officers on the street, this means blindly following predictive policing patrols without the ability to challenge the findings or deconstruct its assumptions. For administrators, it means trusting the algorithm based on the theory (or perhaps the result), but without being able to articulate why the system works.49 This lack of transparency is even more problematic when applied to predictive policing of individuals. A police officer can see the result of the heightened “risk score,” but cannot really explain how the score was calculated. As more and more bits of data get inputted into a system, the more complicated it can be to visualize or explain the outputs. For all intents and purposes, the data systems are dark to the end users and the community.

Similar problems exist with automated surveillance monitoring technologies.50 Video systems pre-programed to alert to suspicious bags, audio sensors, or facial recognition matches are susceptible to the limitations of the programming.51 While the systems themselves are transparent about the
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51 For example, Shotspotter technology designed to identify gun shots can also mistakenly identify fireworks. Peter Nickes et al., Chicago Police Express Frustration After More Than 100 Shot in Violent Fourth of July Weekend, CHI. TRIB. (July 6, 2017, 6:30 AM), http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/breaking/ct-chicago-july-4-weekend-shootings-violence-20170705-story.html [https://perma.cc/4R3G-CCF8]. Or threat scores that are designed to identify dangerous
information they are providing to police, there is little ability to determine if the automated alert will be accurate. So, for example, in a system that has been programmed to automatically identify “hand-to-hand transactions” on the street (to signify a potential drug deal), the officers may end up responding to an alert without the ability to understand why the computer alerted to a particular place or action. Officers must blindly trust the system without being able to see or interpret the alerts.

Even something as simple as a static database has technical issues in terms of being able to correct or audit the information. As criminal justice databases have grown, there has been a parallel recognition that errors go uncorrected, systems go unexamined, and injustices result. Much of the problem is that ordinary people cannot see within the system, and even experts cannot fix data that is shared among interconnected systems. So, an individual may not know about the database error, but even if they did learn about it, a systems professional may not be able to correct the errors among the proliferating and interconnected systems that have been designed in a largely ad hoc manner. Once data gets corrupted, it is very hard to see or cleanse the error throughout the various systems.

2. Technological Barriers

Beyond technical literacy, the very nature of big data technology thwarts transparency. First, at a most basic level, computer code and algorithms hide the inner workings of the systems. In addition, many predictive policing systems are commercial operations, being privately owned and sold to law enforcement by companies that wish to keep their trade secrets private. Naturally, in order to protect the value of their commercial technology, companies try to keep the households can erroneously flag an innocent house. Justin Jouvenal, The New Way Police Are Surveilling You: Calculating Your Threat ‘Score,’ WASH. POST (Jan. 10, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/the-new-way-police-are-surveilling-you-calculating-your-threat-score/2016/01/10/e42bcaac-8e15-11e5-baf4-bd57355da0c_story.html?utm_term=.682fa950438e [https://perma.cc/5QQT-XY86]; CLARE GARVIE, ALVARO BEOYA & JONATHAN FRANKLE, GEO. L. CTR. ON PRIVACY & TECH., THE PERPETUAL LINE-UP: UNREGULATED POLICE FACIAL RECOGNITION IN AMERICA (2016), www.perpetuallineup.org [https://perma.cc/L83J-MULS].
Finally, the systems are complex, vacuuming up vast amounts of data every day and trying to process this information for practical use. In the real world of stopping and solving crime, there is less room for reflection or auditing of the data. While, of course, one would hope such accountability checks would be put in place, in practice, the pressures of daily data collection and analysis make such retrospective evaluations less of a priority than stopping the next crime.

In the future, as more systems become more dependent on machine learning and artificial intelligence, transparency will become even more difficult. With newer big data models, the systems will be designed to teach themselves through artificial intelligence, such that the model will constantly evolve based on continuous learning. In such a system, the concept of transparency becomes almost meaningless because one cannot interrogate the past system for future insight, because the past system has already changed. In addition, the creators of the model do not know what the model is doing to get the output because the machine has been taught to learn from itself and not some visible, programmed input.

3. Tactical Barriers

Compounding the technical and technological difficulties are the realities of police tactics. In the pursuit of catching bad guys, police prefer not to reveal their proactive investigative strategies. Revealing the placement of surveillance sensors, or how the heat list is created, might provide tactical advantage for those individuals trying to avoid detection. Police, thus, naturally avoid transparency in order to keep this perceived tactical advantage. Such caution sounds in part as a desire to ensure effectiveness and officer safety, but also speaks to a traditional philosophy to keep police practices relatively closed from public view.
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police reformers have found, police processes remain decidedly non-transparent, with the adoption of new technologies producing no different result.63

4. Consequences

The consequences of these transparency problems create a real barrier to the successful implementation of big data policing technologies. Secrecy leads to community distrust. Complexity leads to outsourcing to third party experts. And, for police and the communities alike, the technical, technological, and tactical barriers make it difficult to understand if the systems work as advertised. The failure to address these transparency issues risks delegitimizing data-driven strategies, even if the technologies improve policing.

The push for transparency (or at least accountability) has created some pressure to change the technologies. New predictive policing companies have advertised themselves as being more transparent, even going so far as to release their basic code and describe their computer models’ approach to removing bias.64 Others have exposed their underlying models to academic scrutiny,65 and yet others have explicitly attempted to explain why the outputs from the models come out the way they do.66 Some of this transparency is driven by public political pressure over use, and some is driven by internal concern that the systems need to work before investing police money in the systems. In recent years, there have been more than a few glimmers of light illuminating the transparency and accountability problem.

B. Race: Black Data is Racially-Encoded

Big data policing is still policing, and law enforcement has long struggled with concerns of racial bias.67 Adding in data collection and analysis or new
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surveillance systems does not remove the potential threat of racial discrimination. The data collected, the streets watched, and the police themselves do not change just because of new technologies. Big data policing cannot ignore the resulting racial impact, and in order to be successful, must address the complex realities of policing and race in many American cities. How police patrol, how they respond to problem areas, and how they deal with communities without political power all can potentially influence the discriminatory impact of big data policing and thereby expose the problem of black data policing.

1. Police Patterns

In some jurisdictions, race and place are so closely intertwined that policing certain places means a disproportionate impact on communities of color. If the crime data collected from particular areas becomes the only data in the system, then police data systems will mirror police patrols, not necessarily actual crime rates.

In addition, not all crime is reported in what we know as official crime statistics. For example, if police arrests become a data point for crime statistics, a strategic focus on particular communities of color could result in discriminatory outcomes. Other distortions can occur because certain communities may not report crime. One DOJ report claimed that more than 50% of violent crime goes unreported. Other researchers have correctly noted that certain crimes (sexual assault and domestic violence) remain seriously underreported to police. In recent months, due to a crackdown on immigration enforcement, police have seen
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a marked decrease in reported crimes in areas with high Latino populations. This decrease is not necessarily the result of less crime, but rather less reporting due to a fear of community members being deported.

Because of this fear of biased or incomplete data, several predictive policing technologies have specifically avoided including any arrest data in their models. Instead, they rely on reported crimes or calls for service, assuming that allegations of crime victimhood (i.e. calling police for assistance) will be more representative than police suspicion in the form of arrests. Not all predictive policing companies follow this limitation and so the impact of patrol patterns and police targeting could impact the final results, depending on the system chosen.

In addition, person-based predictive models may result in seemingly racially discriminatory effects. For example, if the algorithm that identifies people on the heat list includes information about prior arrests, or connections with people who are arrested, then where police are looking for arrests will impact the resulting risk identification system. Obviously, to be arrested police need probable cause to arrest, and a number of violent arrests could be reasonable data points to record and utilize in an algorithm, but there may still be a racial impact if some of the variables involve arrests (even if justified by good police practice). More problematic are gang affiliations, which tend to correlate with racial minorities in many cities and have no standardized method of correctly identifying gang members. Errors proliferate in gang systems, meaning that this data can impact risk scores and therefore police interaction with those individuals.

Complicating the racial impact is the fact that crime does tend to correlate with poverty and in many urban areas those poor areas also correlate with communities of color. The people getting shot in cities like Chicago, New
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Orleans, Kansas City, and New York City are disproportionately minority men.\textsuperscript{81} Police are using technology to identify people they think are involved in violence, and a review of the individuals who make the top risk scores on the heat list in Chicago show that they are young men of color. Further, many individuals suspected to be in gangs, or who associate with individuals involved in crime, share race-similar friend groups. If associational suspicion from friend groups is part of the analysis, then people of the same social groups will be more likely to be linked in the same network.

This is not to say that predictive policing is intentionally racially discriminatory, but only that, like traditional policing, it suffers from implicit and explicit racial biases, and tracks the structural problems inherent in policing.\textsuperscript{82} None of the algorithms use race in their model (and in fact strip it out), but the perception (correctly) is that the technologies end up targeting communities of color.

Some of the challenge has been to overcome media reports and research reports that sensationalize the potential racial issues.\textsuperscript{83} For example, a recent report by the Human Rights Data Analysis Group applied arrest and drug data using PredPol’s algorithm to conclude that such an algorithm could contribute to racial bias,\textsuperscript{84} despite the fact that PredPol does not use any drug crimes or arrest data in its model. The resulting media coverage misleadingly slammed PredPol for being racially discriminatory.\textsuperscript{85}

In order for big data policing to be accepted, it will need to address and overcome this perceived race problem. Predictive policing technologies will be looked at with deserved suspicion unless they can assure communities they do not reify racial inequalities. This assurance is difficult when the end result looks discriminatory (or looks to justify a racially disparate effect). The stated concern is that predictive technologies could create a self-fulfilling feedback loop where biased data collection predicts future biased patrols, which in turn creates more
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suspicion in these areas.\textsuperscript{86} Worse, the predictive scores can be justified because of the “objectivity” of the data, ignoring that all of the data collection comes from human police officers.

2. Power and Powerlessness

Poor communities of color have had a fraught history with police surveillance. In fact, the history of policing is deeply intertwined with racialized police practices.\textsuperscript{87} From the post-slavery patrols, to surveillance of the civil rights movement in the 1960s, to monitoring of the Black Lives Matter movement in this decade, African-Americans have felt the negative impact of police surveillance in pointed and pervasive ways.\textsuperscript{88} And, during the entire span of those movements, every day police surveillance and harassment has been a point of tension in poor, minority communities.\textsuperscript{89}

Racial bias, thus, remains a concern for the implementation of big data policing techniques. While inanimate algorithms or surveillance cameras cannot be racially biased, how the technologies are built, used, and where they are located can have discriminatory impacts. For this reason, some concern has been raised about the implementation of certain big data surveillance techniques. The Baltimore Police and the FBI used aerial surveillance on police brutality protesters after the death of Freddie Gray, as part of a pattern of surveillance of individuals involved with the Movement for Black Lives.\textsuperscript{90} Large scale aerial mass surveillance has been conducted on poor minority areas (including Compton, California, and West Baltimore), and use of the other types of high tech surveillance has been directed at minority neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{91} For communities

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
conscious of racial inequality in policing, these initial big data policing experiments signal a pattern to use such technologies more on poor communities of color, than non-minority communities.

It is important not to overstate the placement issue because predictive policing technologies have been applied across jurisdictions and surveillance technologies have also been placed in business districts and places of great wealth and power.\textsuperscript{92} But, politically weak communities face a greater risk and danger from the implementation. If history is any guide, “color of surveillance”\textsuperscript{93} tends to be black and brown and dark.

3. Consequences

From one perspective, surveillance technologies could offer the potential for unbiased policing strategies both by removing race from the computer models and relying on objective surveillance and sensor technologies. In fact, this is one reason why these technologies have been embraced by communities struggling with police-citizen racial tensions (heightened over the last few years).\textsuperscript{94} But, if implemented carelessly, or without recognition of the racial and discriminatory impacts (real or perceived) arising from traditional policing practices, these same technologies can become perceived as illegitimate.

Police need to confront these legacy effects of racial discrimination and not pretend that they do not also impact a data-driven policing strategy. In addition, because of this historical (mis)understanding, police must not blind themselves to the reality that some of their data-driven insights may be influenced by biased data. There exists a real concern of creating a self-reinforcing feedback loop which is driven more by police patterns than crime patterns. There also exists a potential to create two surveillance systems—one focused on poor people and another on communities that have the political and economic means to keep the cameras away.

Fortunately, companies have begun prioritizing avoiding racial bias. Because of the media coverage about possible racial bias, and the growing community concern, police and predictive policing companies have sought ways to avoid biased impacts. While certainly not solved, the issue of race is flagged and will likely not be papered over by an appeal to technological objectivity. For all the fancy math, the reality of big data policing is that it still involves human police


\textsuperscript{93} See Bedoya, supra note 68.

\textsuperscript{94} See FERGUSON, supra note 6, at 28–31.
officers and human criminal suspects and the ability of technologists to adapt to this known human fallibility.

C. Law: Black Data Is Distorting Constitutional Doctrine

Big data technologies threaten to distort a Fourth Amendment doctrine that emerged from a small data era. Early court decisions which interpreted probable cause and reasonable suspicion did so in a context where much of the information came from small data sources—namely police observation, analogue police investigation, and local information sharing. These small data rules can become distorted in a big data world, where mass surveillance systems, mass data collection, and data mining radically expand the available inputs. Because there exists more data to sort through, when that information is applied against a small data rule, it can change how police and courts interpret suspicion. In addition, more extensive surveillance technology has already begun to alter privacy expectations in a world of “panvasive” monitoring.

As a general matter, courts have not addressed the legal implications of the rise of big data policing. A few courts have weighed in on the dangers of data error, and more have wrestled with expectations of privacy in an interconnected, digital age (including the Supreme Court which will decide how the Fourth Amendment should apply to cell-site location tracking in Carpenter v. United States). But, by in large, courts have not had to think through the potential distortions of new technology on old law. This section briefly summarizes a few of the questions presented by big data policing.

1. Shadows Around Suspicion

Accepting arguendo that predictive policing achieves what it promises—the ability to forecast higher risk places and people who might be involved in crime, then it is important to understand how that prediction might impact police officers
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on the streets and judges in court. Or, in other words, how does a prediction impact Fourth Amendment reasonable suspicion?

Take, for example, the use of place-based predictive policing technology in a city. Officers are provided a map (paper or digital) that signals the higher risk areas of crime. Police officers are tasked to patrol these areas when time permits within their other duties in the hopes that the additional police presence at the correct places will deter criminal activity. From a police officer’s perspective, a computer algorithm has provided some additional information about the likelihood of a particular activity at a particular place and a particular time. Police officers are not told what to do with this information, but one can imagine that it not only does, but probably should, impact how police view the areas in which they patrol. As they drive through a predicted area, police will be on the lookout for individuals who might be likely thieves. The predictive information will color how they view the actions in those areas and may result in tipping the scales in favor of suspicion. After all, the suspicious man loitering near a parked car might just be waiting for a ride, but he might also be waiting to steal one.

The issue becomes even more difficult in court. If the officer does stop the man, and if the man does have implements of car theft (slim jim, screwdriver, high tech lock pick, etc.), there will be a question of whether this evidence should be suppressed under the Fourth Amendment. A judge will face the following legal question: did the officer have reasonable suspicion to stop a man loitering near a parked car, and does the fact that the suspect was in an area of predicted car theft impact the constitutional analysis? I have written previously about how I think the analysis might come out, but the short answer is that we do not know what a judge might do.

Similarly, right now in Chicago the police have incorporated their “heat list” risk score into their police computer dashboard. The result is that this number (1-500+) shows up next to the letters SSL (strategic subjects list) to symbolize a forecast level of risk of violence. This information provides a revealing and perhaps damning context of the individual’s potential risk of violence. Whereas before an officer might judge the individual based on actions (what did the individual do to justify police suspicion), now this observational information can be filtered through a data-rich criminal background history. As currently utilized, this heat list has become a “virtual most wanted list” shortcut for individuals suspected of being involved in crime.
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But, the real ground-breaking shift will be when facial recognition technology can be used to match individuals on the street to risk-scores in a computer. While currently such real-time facial recognition technology does not exist—being limited to stationary video cameras—the technology is being developed to deploy facial recognition on police cameras and even police body-worn cameras. In this new world, the combination of facial recognition and the heat list will mean that each person on the street can be scored and tracked.

Again, in thinking about suspicion, if police observed the suspect loitering by the car in an area of predicted car theft and also were alerted to the fact that the man had three prior convictions for car theft, then the question will be how this information should impact reasonable suspicion. From the police officer’s perspective, this additional information adds to the suspicion. Knowing the suspect is a three-time convicted car thief makes it more likely that he might be up to no good this time. On the other hand, even former car thieves have the right to wait on the street without being stopped by police. More troubling, if merely being in the predicted area with a high risk score is enough for suspicion, then the algorithm (not the individual’s actions or the police officer’s observation) is reducing the level of Fourth Amendment protection. The basic point is that the predicted risk score distorts traditional Fourth Amendment analysis because such information will likely impact the police officer’s determination of suspicion.

So far, courts have not weighed in on the subject of how predictive policing impacts the Fourth Amendment. But, clearly predictive analytics has the potential to distort existing Fourth Amendment doctrine. Because there exists more information about each suspect, this background information will alter the judgment of police, and the court’s deference to this discretionary decision. Before big data analytics becomes too engrained in police practice, courts and lawyers will need to address the impact of these new technologies on the Fourth Amendment.

2. Shadows Around Surveillance

The rise of new surveillance technologies has already begun to impact the Fourth Amendment’s conception of privacy. In two recent cases, the Supreme
Court has recognized the revealing nature of smartphones and digital GPS tracking. The 2017–18 Carpenter case will address the future of the third party doctrine in a world where almost all digital devices and communications go through third party intermediaries. Law enforcement routinely requests records for cell sites, internet searches, smart devices, transportation services (like Uber and Lyft), and many other types of digital clues. This form of investigation will only increase in the future, thus, creating new legal challenges.

Constitutional law, as it usually does, muddles along applying analogue analogies to digital realities, and doing the best it can to adapt to a new age. But, many of the questions about expectations of privacy are still unanswered. The internet of things is turning our old-fashioned “effects” into trackable technologies. Almost all of the things we used to think as our “papers” now exist in digital (non-paper) form. Our “houses” are becoming “smart,” revealing intimate details through smart monitors and devices. Even our “persons” can be augmented with digitally revealing medical devices and sensors. In fact, in an age of ubiquitous connectivity and mass surveillance, the idea of expectations of privacy may need to be rethought.

The problem of black data policing raises all of these complicated questions. What society once understood to be the legal framework for analysis can appear distorted through a big data lens. Generally speaking legislatures have not acted to keep statutory law current with technological threats, so privacy protections remain
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fragmented and unclear. New surveillance technologies are eroding privacy, but what the law has to say about the matter is largely unclear.

3. Consequences

The legal system is not unused to adapting to new technologies.\footnote{Orin S. Kerr, *The Fourth Amendment and New Technologies: Constitutional Myths and the Case for Caution*, 102 Mich. L. Rev. 801, 805, 808–10 (2004).} The difficulty is that the technologies change much faster than the law. Courts are relatively slow compared to the ever-changing landscape of technology. Big cases will arise with some guidance from the Supreme Court, but most of the development will happen slowly, case by case.

Police will also adapt to new legal realities. As one example of how predictive policing companies might adapt to potential legal challenge, HunchLab initially marketed a predictive policing product that provided risk maps that changed as the officers drove through the area.\footnote{See Maurice Chammah, *Policing the Future*, MARSHALL PROJECT (Feb. 3, 2016, 7:15 AM), https://www.themarshallproject.org/2016/02/03/policing-the-future [https://perma.cc/5NKU-S9TB].} For example, an officer might drive from a high burglary area to a high theft area and watch the map change colors as she drove.\footnote{See id.} But, recognizing that this knowledge might distort the officer’s suspicion or actions, HunchLab decided to “blind” the officer to the type of crime at issue. In doing so, they tried to address the distortions of suspicion and the potential bias.

HunchLab’s approach to overcoming bias is to provide less information, not more. It doesn’t tell police why a box is selected or even whether it’s a high- or average-risk zone. . . . HunchLab works off the notion it’s better for officers not to know too much.

“This shouldn’t be justification to stop someone,” [Jeremy] Heffner [of HunchLab] said. “That’s why we actually hide a lot from the officers. We don’t tell them the likelihood that a robbery will happen, because people get hung up on probabilities. The goal isn’t to go into these places and make a bunch of arrests. The goal is to have nothing happen.”\footnote{Melamed, supra note 49 (internal quotations omitted).}

Such a change might well avoid the concerns of an algorithm distorting reasonable suspicion. It might also provide a helpful random-control sample to be able to test HunchLab’s theory. Of course, the change might prove to be not quite as effective as providing that crime-type information to officers tasked to stop crime. In the current moment, the debate about the appropriate balance between effectiveness


\footnote{119 See id.}

\footnote{120 Melamed, *supra* note 49 (internal quotations omitted).}
and bias-prevention has yet to be worked out as technologies continue to develop and respond to legal and community pressure.

III. CONTEXTUALIZING THE DARKNESS OF BLACK DATA POLICING

The problems of black data—transparency, racial bias, and unclear constitutional protections—are not really new to policing. Traditional policing suffers from many of the same problems. What is interesting is the way digital technologies expose or heighten the risks of these problems in a more visual way. With data, one can see the long-standing problems more clearly.

First, as to this heightening effect, it would be misleading to characterize policing as having been an overly transparent profession. For years, it has been difficult to get any good data on policing practices (who was stopped, why, or how often). Because of the fragmented nature of the policing profession, it has always been hard to see general patterns or study national practices. And, of course, one cannot get inside a police administrator’s or police officer’s head to see how the decisions about suspicion actually occur. So, it seems somewhat unfair to criticize an opaque algorithm shaping police suspicion as being a new problem.

Yet, the fear of opaqueness—the perceived general lack of accountability surrounding big data policing—is real and has been a powerful argument against predictive policing and other new technologies. It somehow seems more obvious to highlight the black box nature of the computer model than the black box nature of the human mind. Perhaps the difference is that we see the algorithmic models as new and thus changeable, and do not see the same with people. But, the fear is clearly a heightened one that comes from an uncomfortableness with new technology.

Similarly, researchers have solid empirical evidence that racial bias (both explicit and implicit) has affected policing patterns in the past (and the present). So, again it seems a bit unfair to critique big data models for being biased when they are in fact equal, or even less biased than the status quo. Yet, even though we know that bias exists in policing, that human failing somehow feels less threatening than a computer making a similar bad judgment. With a computer program we have a thing that caused the error which might make it easier to cast a skeptical eye, rather than indicting the entire policing system as biased.

---

121 Harmon, supra note 62, at 1129.

122 Barry Friedman & Maria Ponomarenko, Democratic Policing, 90 N.Y.U. L. REV. 1827, 1843 (2015) (“Policing in the United States is a diffuse business. . . . There are just under 18,000 separate police forces in the United States, and some 765,000 sworn officers.”).

Finally, most scholars agree that the Fourth Amendment reasonable suspicion standard is not a model of clarity. 124 Most police officers would likely agree as they are constantly second guessed in court and on the streets. The limited training in the police academy about “reasonable suspicion” or “probable cause” provides little concrete guidance on the streets, so frustration can grow about the lack of clear rules. The fact that technology may also distort these unclear rules may thus not reveal a new problem. And, depending on how the information is provided, it might actually refine the process of establishing reasonable suspicion.125

Perhaps this heightened focus on big data policing will be a positive thing, because maybe the concern about black data will allow us to address some of the underlying problems of all too human policing. The truth is that it is easier to be vigilant about computer code than people. Code or computer models can be designed to be accountable (if not transparent), to be policed for bias, and to be regulated by legal rules. Unlike people, designers can test the inputs, and test the outputs. Unlike people, we can relatively easily change the system when we have identified the problems. In fact, each of the black data problems of opacity, human judgment, and uncertain rules are routine design problems for most data-driven systems.

The difficulty is that police or technologists have not started from this premise of designing a system that focuses on the black data problems. Instead, much of the technology has been sold as papering over some of those underlying human issues. In a world where the community is concerned about police brutality, data-driven policing sounds like an objective solution. So, the focus has been on selling big data systems, not addressing black data problems. If overcoming black data policing becomes a priority, and the hard questions about design are asked at the outset, many of the problems, and much of the fear of a big data policing future, can be illuminated and addressed.

125 Simmons, supra note 1, at 999–1009.